
 March 2014 Webmaster Report to the Area 

February's statistics from the website shows we had 959 unique visitors for a total of 2,216 visits, or 
roughly 2.3 visits per visitor. This includes 21,590 pages (9.74 Pages/Visit), 42.580 hits (19.21 
Hits/Visit), with a total bandwidth usage of 882.50 GB (407.79 KB/Visit). 

The majority of the access was from the US but second on the list was China and next was Ukraine.

Three quarters of the visitors found what they were looking for in 30 seconds or less.

A number of web browser were used to access the site and and again the top four were Google Chrome 
with 21.1 %, MS Internet Explorer 19.9 %, Firefox 18.2 % and Opera 17.7 %. For the Mac users Safari 
represented 15 % of the total.

As for the search engines, by far and away Google again brought us the most traffic. AA.org sent us the 
most traffic from outside websites with westermassaa.org second. In past months I have mentioned the 
high number of links from Russia and in February they are again well represented on the list.

The complete statistics can be found at: http://area31aa.org/docs/webmaster and select the February 
statistics link.

One further tidbit: while I was attending NERAASA in Warwick, RI I was surprised to find a woman 
working for the host Area, Area 61, who stated that when she needed to know more about the event she 
tried the NERAASA website but couldn't find what she needed.  She did however find everything she 
needed to know by going to the Area 31 website, hooray for us!
 
On a similar topic, when I googled NERAASA the week before the event it displayed Area31aa.org at 
the top of the list! When I tried with the more explicit NERAASA 2014 then NERAASA.org was at the 
top. Just some fun facts.
 
The website/newsletter roundtable was not so interesting this year. It seems that all of the concerns they 
were discussing we had mostly resolved. I want to express my appreciation for all that the Website 
Committee Chair does! With his help this website definitely is going in the right direction.

Respectfully,
Bob B.
Area 31 Webmaster

http://area31aa.org/docs/webmaster

